We harness relativistic effects to gain quantum control on a stationary qubit in an optical cavity by controlling the non-inertial motion of a different probe atom. Furthermore, we show that by considering relativistic trajectories of the probe, we enhance the efficiency of the quantum control. We explore the possible use of these relativistic techniques to build 1-qubit quantum gates.
Introduction.-The study of the interface between quantum mechanics, field theory and general relativity has led to results where, in principle, relativistic features can be used to gain advantage over non-relativistic settings in the processing of quantum information [1] [2] [3] [4] .
To implement quantum gates, or even quantum simulators, we need to very accurately control the degrees of freedom we use as qubits as well as the dynamics of the quantum mechanical systems that contain them. Such degree of control has been achieved, for instance, in NMR devices [5] which have been largely employed to implement quantum computing algorithms on nuclear spins.
In these devices, electrical currents are used to generate magnetic fields that ultimately influence the state of the nuclear spin qubit. The microscopic mechanism of how the accelerated charges interact with the nuclear spin is commonly simplified by treating the field classically. However, it is not unreasonable to think that detailed study of the interaction of the moving charges with the qubit degrees of freedom -mediated by a fully quantum EM field-may enhance our ability to control the qubit. Moreover, treating this setting in a relativistic framework may allow us to see how (or if) relativistic effects can actually improve our capacity to control the qubit beyond what classical models predict.
From the fundamental high-energy physics point of view this analysis may prove interesting in the following way: We will show that the relativistic motion of a probe induces high-energy relativistic effects that can be used to control a logical qubit stored in a stationary atom. Hence, this suggests a connection between high energy physics and quantum optics and information. For instance, based on these results, one could think of using charged beams generated by particle colliders to control the state of atomic qubits, and maybe recast some of the problems of measurement of the outcome of particle colliders in terms of quantum informational variables. As we will highlight, the phenomena described in this paper already manifests at the scales of energies present in the LHC.
It is already known that non-inertial motion can be used to implement universal single qubit gates on atomic systems [2] and Gaussian two-qubit gates on cavity field modes [3] . In more detail, [2] showed that control over the acceleration of atoms can be used to perform quantum gates as a direct consequence of relativistic quantum effects. However, these schemes require control over both the internal degrees of freedom of an atom and over the non-inertial motion of its center-of-mass, which may prove challenging in a practical experimental setting. For instance, the force that accelerates the atom may also induce transitions between the energy levels that constitute the logical qubits.
In this paper we explore how controlling the trajectory of an accelerated atom (the probe atom), allows us to garner control over a different atomic qubit (the target qubit) that sits stationary inside an optical cavity. Namely, we will show that it is indeed possible to perform arbitrary rotations on the Bloch sphere of the state of the target qubit with only a small decoherence effect. We obtain such effects already in the simplified case of uniformly accelerated trajectories of the probe atom, even in the relatively simple scenario where we consider only atoms (one probe and one target) coupled through the interaction with the quantum field.
Furthermore, we show that when the probe is allowed to attain high speeds, relativistic effects start to influence the target atom. Remarkably, and maybe against intuition [6, 7] , these effects allow for better control of the target qubit. We will quantitatively show how we can effectively get larger controlled Bloch sphere rotations when the probe's motion is relativistic as opposed to non-relativistic.
Setup.-We will consider a target atom at rest inside a stationary optical cavity of purely reflective walls as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The probe atom will fly through the cavity describing a constantly accelerated motion. Both atoms couple locally (along their respective worldlines) to the quantum field inside the cavity.
We will use the Unruh-DeWitt Hamiltonian [8] to model the light-matter interaction. This model, often used to model relativistic particle detectors [9] , is identical to the Jaynes-Cummings model of light-matter interaction [10] but without taking the single mode approximation nor the rotating wave approximation. Although simple, the model captures all the features of the lightmatter interaction when no orbital angular momentum exchange transitions are considered [11, 12] .
The probe atom (A) is shot through the cavity and the target atom (B) is stationary at x = L/2, they interact only via the field. We control the probe's trajectory, and this gives us control over the target qubit. The probe's worldline is given by t(τ ) = a
The Hamiltonian for a single detector will be of the form
and H (f ) 0 are the detector and field free Hamiltonians. The interaction Hamiltonian H I is of the form
where λξ(τ ) is a time dependent coupling strength controlling the interaction time, µ(τ ) = (σ + e −iΩτ + H.c.) is the monopole moment operator (in the interaction picture) where Ω is the energy gap between the two levels of the atom, x(τ ) is the worldline of the atom parametrized in terms of its proper time and Φ[x(τ )] is the field operator which we expand in terms of stationary wave modes. Throughout the paper we will use natural units c = = 1 and we will take the scale Ω as our reference. How our results translate into dimensionful units is explained in the section 'Experimental feasibility' below.
Since there are two atoms with different states of motion (thus different proper reference frames) we need to choose with respect to what time parameter we want the full Hamiltonian to generate evolution. We choose the proper time of the stationary atom; consequently there is a redshift factor in front of the accelerated atom term of H I . This is a somewhat subtle point which is discussed in-depth in [13] . Taking all this into account we finally obtain
are given by the single detector interaction Hamiltonian shown above and t is the cavity rest frame time.
We initially prepare the quantum field in the cavity such that one of the field modes is in a coherent state of complex amplitude α, and the rest of the modes are lowly-populated. Preparing a near-resonant coherent state reduces the amount of entanglement acquired between the atoms and the field. This in turn helps screen out the mixedness effects on the target qubit produced by the 'Unruh noise' generated by the probe's relativistic motion [2, 14] . Thus the initial atoms-field density matrix can be written as ρ 0 = ρ A,0 ⊗ ρ B,0 ⊗ |α ω1 α ω1 | ⊗ ωn =ω1 |0 ωn 0 ωn |. Notice that, since we are in a cavity, the frequencies ω n = nπ/L form a discrete set.
When the probe enters the cavity, it becomes coupled to the field. We take a perturbative approach (valid for small couplings and short times) to analyze the system dynamics. The time evolution under this Hamiltonian from a time t = 0 to time t = T is given by
, where the notation O(λ n ) refers to powers of the coupling strengths of both the probe-field λ A and target-field λ B , so that λ A λ B is an O(λ 2 ) term. The density matrix after a time T will be given by the perturbative expansion ρ T = ρ 0 + ρ
Recall that we are interested in the target's final state, and so we will trace out the field modes as well as the probe's state to obtain: ρ T,B = Tr A (Tr f (ρ T )). We will compare this to the target's initial density matrix, and quantitatively assess our ability to control the target qubit by controlling the probe's motion.
Performing 1-qubit rotations.-In [2] , one-qubit gates were obtained through the non-inertial motion of the atom which supported the logical qubit. Arbitrary rotations on the Bloch sphere were achieved introducing no decoherence to leading order in perturbation theory. The price to pay is that logical quantum operations are performed on the qubit whose non-inertial trajectory had to be controlled. As opposed to [2] we use the motion of a different probe atom to gain control over the target qubit, physically supported on a different atom which rests in the cavity. Hence, we are not required to keep under control both the trajectory and the internal state of one atom simultaneously. While advantageous in this sense, there is a trade-off on the quality of the quantum gates that we could implement with this setting. As the 'remote control' appears as a second order effect, it is impossible to perform a 100% clean Bloch sphere rotation via this mechanism and, unavoidably, some mixedness will be introduced in the target state. In contrast, in [2] the dynamics were fully unitary to leading order in perturbation theory. However, we will show that the mixedness introduced in the stationary qubit is always small as compared to the magnitude of the rotations that we can obtain on the target's Bloch sphere vector. Moreover, we will show that it is indeed advantageous to consider regimes where the probe's trajectory is relativistic in order to more efficiently manipulate the target's qubit.
First order contributions to the target's time evolution cannot be influenced by the interaction of the field and the probe: At first order in perturbation theory we will only have contributions to the target dynamics which are proportional to λ B , and thus these effects are only dependent on the initial state of the field and the target. The leading order contributions to the remote control of the target have to be proportional to λ A λ B .
This said, we still need to consider these O(λ B ) contributions to target dynamics. To characterize them, it is convenient to make the following definition:
where we will absorb the redshift factor dτ dt into the probe's switching function ξ a (t). U
(1) then yields
Hence, the first order contribution to ρ T,B is given by
where, as expected, the λ A terms disappear. Note that ρ
T,B can actually be expressed as an infinitesimal rotation on the Bloch sphere as shown in [2] . This is useful if one is only interested in the moving atom's relativistic effects on the qubit it supports. Since in this paper we are considering the target qubit to be stationary and we want to manipulate its state by controlling an atomic probe's trajectory, we must go to second order in perturbation theory where the 'remote-control' terms (proportional to λ A λ B ) naturally arise, i.e. it is necessary to compute ρ (2) T,B from (2). This calculation is algebraically straightforward, but it is rather lengthy and involves 110 non-trivial contribution terms (for pedagogical reasons we include those technically uncomplicated calculations in the appendix). The reason for the additional complexity can be seen by looking more closely at U (2) : There are four terms of the form
acting on ρ 0 which will all yield many contributions to the target qubit's final state. To give a flavour of the form of the amplitudes multiplying such terms, we use the following convenient short hand notation:
where the labels µ, ν can take the values A, B. The contributions of U (1) ρ 0 U (1) † are going to be multiplied by the product of two coefficients of the form (3). On the other hand, the contributions of U (2) ρ 0 and its H.c. will appear multiplied by coefficients of the form (6).
Results.-For simplicity, we choose the initial state of the probe atom to be pure with real amplitudes |ψ A = p |g + 1 − p 2 |e . We then control the trajectory of the probe through the cavity containing the target qubit prepared in an arbitrary state. We show in Fig 2 that the indirect interaction between the probe and the target is powerful enough to produce small independent Bloch sphere rotations of the target qubit. These rotations' amplitude and direction are controlled via controlling the parameters of the non-inertial motion of the probe. We can very quickly vary the amount of rotation both in the azimuthal (φ) and the polar (θ) direction by controlling the flying time T of the probe atom. This flying time can be controlled independently of a by controlling the atomic probe initial speed before entering the cavity, or alternatively by controlling the cavity length. In the simulations we run and the plots we plot we used the first method. However, alternatively, the cavity crossing time of the probe (starting at rest) for a constantly accelerated probe is given by T (L) = a −1 arccosh(aL + 1). Notice that this second method consisting of varying the length of the cavity to control T also modifies the mode structure of the field through a shift of the field temporal and spatial frequencies proportional to 1/L. This implies that if one wants to control the flying time through the length of the cavity one necessarily has to be careful with this subtlety.
The magnitude of the rotations is more influenced by the probe's flying time than by its acceleration, therefore by controlling its acceleration we can fine tune the qubit rotations. The amount of rotation along the θ and φ directions can be separately controlled by independently varying the acceleration and flying time of the probe. Notice that although Fig. 2 shows that as T increases, ∆φ decreases, and as a increases, ∆θ decreases, this is only true in the low T regimes. As we will show below, when the probe's flying time is large enough, relativistic trajectories aT > 1 perform better than non-relativistic ones. The dependence of ∆θ and ∆φ with a and T is non-monotonic as we cross over the boundary of the relativistic regime.
There is a large amount of freedom in the parameter space to tune up the relativistic trajectory of the probe so that it produces the largest and best controlled rotations on the Bloch sphere. In Fig (3 a) we show the largest rotations on the Bloch sphere that are obtained when we optimize the trajectory of the probe to maximize the rotation in the direction of the azimuthal angle. We obtain equivalent results for the polar angle being the maximum rotation of the same order of magnitude as ∆φ, and the parameter optimization yielding very similar results (we include the θ maximization plot in the appendix). The optimization of the parameters was limited to a narrow range of times T ∈ [0, 1.5] and accelerations a ∈ [0, 2.3] (in natural units) and only uniformly accelerated motion. We can always find optimal values of a and T such that We can obtain independent Bloch sphere rotations by varying specifically chosen values of a and T for the probe atom. Also, variances of the flying time can be used to quickly adjust the magnitude of the rotations, whereas changing the probe's acceleration can be used to fine-tune it.
they yield significant rotations of the target's qubit on the Bloch sphere, either in φ or θ. In the density plots in Figs. (3 b,c) we display the values of a and T that maximizes the rotations in the target qubit. Remarkably, the optimal values of a and T are commonly on the highest portion of the interval, that is, in the relativistic limit, indicating that we can perform larger rotations when the probe atom is relativistic (when aT ∼ c ). Furthermore, the flatness of these plots suggests that if we allow for higher values of a and T we could maximize ∆φ and ∆θ even further: The use of increasingly relativistic trajectories yields more efficient motion-based quantum gates (in terms of the number of iterations needed to implement a particular rotation). Note that even though these rotations are individually small, due to the small mixedness introduced per atom, one can compose several of this rotations by sending a continuous beam of atoms through the cavity in a similar way the rotations are composed to produce large gates in [2] .
Note that we are using aT as an estimator of how relativistic the motion of the atom becomes. To connect the estimator used here with the estimator used in [3, 4] , a straightforward calculation reveals that the relativistic regime aT c is the same relativistic regime as aL c 2 if the atom crosses the full cavity and the cavity length is fixed.
We need to assess how much decoherence this process introduces: Since we require a second order calculation for the control terms to appear, we know that the two atoms get entangled [15] and that both atoms get entangled with the quantum field [16] , thus the final state of the target is non-pure. However, we can see in Fig. (3  d) that the mixedness introduced in the target qubit is 2 orders of magnitude below the magnitude of the rotations, a trend that appears also when the parameters are not optimized to yield maximum rotations.
In order to obtain fully deterministic universal quantum gates, we would like to prepare the setting in such a way that all the remote-controlled rotations on the Bloch sphere were completely independent of the initial state of the target. In Fig. 3 , where we just maximize the amplitude of the Bloch sphere rotations, the optimal rotation depends on the initial state of the target. However, it is possible to optimize the set-up to reduce the dependence of the rotations on the initial state of the target by fine-tuning the parameters of the setting. By varying the probe atom's initial state, acceleration and flying times (but keeping them relativistic) it is possible to find large regions of insensitiveness to the target's initial state which still enable us to perform independent Bloch sphere rotations. While this is not entirely perfect, note that this is a rather simplified setting: a single probe atom moving through the cavity at relativistic speeds. Considering the effects of arrays or beams of relativistic probe atoms will indeed widen our parameter space and thus our ability to remote-control the target qubit. This will be subject of further study.
Experimental feasibility.-Although this work mainly focuses on the fundamental proof that the state of a nonrelativistic qubit can be fully controlled just by controlling the relativistic motion of a probe atom, it is relevant to explore and assess the feasibility of possible experimental settings where, in principle, these setups may be implemented. The first aspect we need to consider is the 'translation' from the dimensionless unit system (employed in the theoretical discussion) to dimensionful units. The natural scale of units is set by choosing units for Ω, namelyã = a(Ωc/π). If Ω lies within the microwave regime (around the order of GHz), one of our dimensionless units of acceleration would correspond to 10 16 g (g ≈ 9.8m/s 2 ), so to have non-negligible rotations, as we show on Fig. 2 , we would need accelerations of ∼ 10 14 g. This is two orders of magnitude below the best previous proposal for detection of the Unruh effect with the same atomic gap [17, 18] , one order of magnitude smaller than in the earlier results on relativistic quantum gates [2] , and feasible at least in principle [19] .
Actually, the required acceleration can be reduced even more by using a detector with a narrower gap. For in- stance the use of two states connected by a hyperfine transition or two non-degenerate states of nuclear spin as our qubit would reduce the energy gap to the order of MHz [20] thus lowering the acceleration threshold to below ∼ 10 11 g. It is interesting to note that this scale of accelerations for heavy atomic nuclei is already well below the accelerations that can be reached at the LHC [21] . It would be even possible to think of Stark shifted levels or Zenner-shifts as mechanisms to generate logical qubits with an energy gap in the regime of Hz, thus decreasing the acceleration requirements to below ∼ 10 5 g. Much closer to experimental achievability for the short times required.
There could be some concern regarding the actual implementation of the accelerated probe. Namely, it is difficult to conceive that such a high acceleration could be sustained for times long enough to allow for a non-negligible rotation, and, more importantly, that the mechanisms that accelerate the probe will not disturb the state of the target or the cavity field. However, as opposed to previous proposals we do not need to accelerate the logical qubit (as in [2] ) or the boundary conditions of a cavity (as in [3] ). Instead we need to control the trajectory of a different atomic probe.
This means that we could conceive accelerating the probe with a laser pulse that has spatial support only in the close proximity of the probe, and that does not cover the spatial region where the target atom is placed in the cavity. Such laser-engineered potentials can, in principle, accelerate neutral atoms to extremely high accelerations (see, for instance [19] ). Additionally, in order to transmit kinetic energy to the center-of-mass degree of freedom of the probe, one may think of using an additional transition of the probe atom which is largely detuned from the resonant frequency of the first atom, thus minimizing the cross-talk between the interaction used to accelerate the probe and the relevant field modes that serve as a means of communication between target and probe.
Nevertheless, it is much more feasible to think of implementations of quantum simulators that can engineer the relativistic Hamiltonians studied here without the need of physically accelerating a qubit. Current technology of ion traps and superconducting circuits allows for implementations where relativistic effects can be measured [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . More useful for our setting, the simulation of relativistically accelerating atoms in ion traps and superconducting circuits was previously studied in [28] . The family of simulators proposed in [28] are good analogues of the physical setup we study in this paper. As discussed in [28] , current technology in acousto-optical resonators can produce variations of the optical phase in a rate much beyond the required scales to build an experimental realization of what is proposed here. This would be achieved by means of standard experimental techniques from trapped ion quantum computation [29] .
Additionally, and as also discussed in [28] , superconducting qubits ultra-strongly coupled to a microwave cavity [30, 31] provide a natural setup of an analogue setting where this experiment can be realized. In this case, the relativistic atom Hamiltonian is simulated by means of the driving of the qubit frequency using the techniques published in [32] .
Although the scope of this work is to consider the possibility of implementation of single-qubit gates via remote control, it is worth mentioning that it should be possible, in principle, to implement also two-qubit gates in this scenario via relativistic effects. Indeed, given that if we can have a controlled generation of entanglement plus the ability to perform universal single qubit gates yields universal 2-qubit quantum gates. In principle, one could combine the entanglement farming techniques developed in [16] (also based in the motion of atomic probes in optical cavities) with the relativistic universal one-qubit gates proposed here to yield an universal 2-qubit gates. Another possibility well as with methods based on moving boundary conditions to implement Gaussian gates [3] . This would yield universal quantum gates exclusively based on motion and relativistic effects. Of course there is a number of possible avenues to implement the entanglement generation needed to propose two-qubit gates. For example, there is evidence that a non-trivial entangling unitary on two qubits is obtained already by putting them simultaneously in the cavity [16, [25] [26] [27] . Or also, if the qubits enter the cavity sequentially, the first qubit going through the cavity will modify the field state such that the second qubit may be excited or not, depending on the state of the first qubit. The transformation of the second qubit will depend on the state of the first qubit (similar to a CNOT gate) and that would be dependent on the state of motion of that qubit. These are out of the scope of the current paper but will be considered elsewhere.
Conclusions.-We showed that it is possible to remote control a stationary atomic qubit by controlling the relativistic motion of a different probe atom. We verified that we can obtain independent Bloch sphere rotations on the target qubit with negligible mixedness by controlling the non-inertial trajectory of the probe.
Remarkably, the more relativistic the motion of the probe the more efficient the remote manipulation of the target's internal state. This suggests that relativistic effects can be thought of as a resource for quantum control. Although clearly this scheme may, at its current stage, is obviously not suited (in term of resources) to compete with the usual approaches to the implementation ofr quantum gates, it does indeed highlight a connection of quantum information with high-energy physics, possibly connecting the relativistic trajectory of accelerated nuclei at energy scales within reach of current particle colliders with operations on stationary qubits.
Furthermore, this fundamental study reveals that universal quantum gates based uniquely on relativistic motion of an atomic probe may be implemented and/or simulated (e.g. in superconducting circuit settings). The concrete study of the parameter variation and error tolerance of such a setting to produce universal gates is currently a subject of study and will soon appear elsewhere. We believe that this constitutes another step towards understanding in what scenarios relativistic approaches to quantum information technologies may be beneficial. The main text details that the interaction Hamiltonian (in the interaction picture) of the probe atom, the target qubit and the quantum field in the Dirichlet cavity is given by
where the individual H (D) I are the Unruh-Dewitt Hamiltonians of the individual detectors.
Since we are working in the stationary rest frame of the target, the redshift factor dτ dt coming from the different proper times of the probe and the target will be absorbed into the probe's switching function ξ A (t) for convenience. Note that in this case τ B (t) = t, whereas t(τ A ) = a −1 sinh aτ A , x(τ A ) = a −1 (cosh aτ A − 1). Considering all this, U
(1) can be written more explicitly as
Where the integrals I ν ±,j are given in the main text. In order to obtain the perturbative corrections to the target qubit's final state, we must trace out the probe system and the quantum field, which yields 
Recall it is the second order terms (λ A λ B ) that allow remote control to be obtained on the target qubit in the cavity. It is convenient for the second order calculation to explicitly write the target and probe qubit's initial states in the general form
where, of course β = 1 − η is real and the ρ A,B 0 are positive. Notice that in our calculations we took the state of the probe to be pure:
The fundamental mode of the cavity is prepared in a coherent state |α . This makes the expressions for the second order corrections longer because α multiplies only the first term in the sum over the field modes, and so, each sum is split into two terms. To simplify notation, we will make use of the labels −A or −B meaning Ω A → −Ω A and Ω B → −Ω B respectively. Now we detail the calculation of the target qubit's final state up to second order in perturbation theory. To make it easier for the reader to repeat all the calculations, let us write all the terms in the second order time evolution contribution explicitly.
First we apply U (2) to ρ 0 to obtain 
Where the J ν,µ ±,±,j integrals are given in the main text. Recall that we are interested in the target qubit's final state Tr A [Tr f (ρ 2 T )]; thus the next step is to trace out the field from the above equation to obtain 
where we have used the fact that (σ Now we must also compute U (1) ρ 0 U (1) † : Following the usual procedure, we now trace out the field modes and the probe atom's quantum state to obtain 
where we have now computed every term in this equation (9), (13), and (15).
APPENDIX: Additional plot
This is a similar plot as the one in Figure 3 in the main text of the paper. For completeness, we show here the optimization of the Bloch sphere rotations to produce the maximum possible rotation in the η direction. As advanced in the main text, the results are very much comparable to the ∆φ maximization. 
